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ABSTRACT. Breeders normally select simultaneously for several traits
in various environments. We investigated the effects of the progeny x
environment interaction on success in selection for several traits. The
population used was obtained from a cross between the CVIII-85-11
line, which has a semi-erect to prostrate plant architecture and a cream
with brown streaks bean type, and the BRS-Supremo cultivar, which has
an erect plant architecture and black grains. In experiments conducted
in the field, 47 progenies F4:6 and F4:7 were evaluated for two seasons
for grain yield, plant architecture and grain type score. The variables
were standardized and we obtained the sum of Z. The components of
genetic variance in the average of the two environments were nil due to
the progeny x environment interaction, which would hinder successful
simultaneous selection of characters.
Key words: Simultaneous selection; Progeny x environment interaction;
Quantitative genetics; Genetic bean plant breeding; Genetic gain
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INTRODUCTION
When a new cultivar is recommended, it should present one or more attributes that are
better than the pre-existing cultivars. For this reason, breeders need to observe several traits
during the stages of the breeding program. In the case of the Carioca-type bean plant, in addition to grain yield and resistance to the main pathogens, the traits associated with grain type and
plant architecture are being considered for the selection of lines that originate a new cultivar.
There are several alternative methods for the selection for several traits: tandem selection, in which selection is first made for one of the traits and later for the others in sequence;
independent elimination levels, where a minimum acceptable level is established for each trait
and the lines are chosen that reach this value for all the traits, and the selection index, which
combines the multiple data sets obtained for the different traits in a single value (Falconer and
Mackay, 1995; Bernardo, 2002). Several studies conducted on different species have shown that
the selection index is the best option (Missio et al., 2004; Vieira et al., 2005). Costa et al. (2006)
compared direct and indirect selection in segregated soybean populations and inferred that the
greatest total gains were obtained with selection indexes that were distributed in all traits.
In addition, there are many alternatives to selection indexes in the literature (Cruz and
Carneiro, 2006). The first, known as the classic index, was proposed for animal breeding by
Smith in 1936 and by Hazel in 1943 and is therefore known as the Smith and Hazel Index (Bernardo, 2002). This methodology is restricted, because precise estimates need to be obtained for
the genetic and phenotype variance and covariance and economic weights need to be established
that are almost always subjective. Therefore, other options have been created that do not present
the restrictions of the classic index. One of these methodologies that has been used in breeding
programs in Brazil is the Z sum of the different traits, which is obtained by standardizing the
variables (Mendes et al., 2009). This methodology is easy to apply and has an additional advantage of allowing graphic analysis that aids in the breeder’s decision taking.
The progeny x environment interaction is very frequent in the bean plant crop (Faria
et al., 2009; Mendes et al., 2009). However, there is no information regarding the potential effect of the progeny x environment interaction when considering several traits at the same time.
The objective of the present study was to quantify the effect of the progeny x environment
interaction on the selection index involving grain yield, plant architecture score, and grain type.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
The experiments were carried out on the Experimental Farm of the Universidade
Federal de Lavras (UFLA). Lavras is located at 21°14ꞌ latitude South and 45° 00ꞌ longitude
West, at an average altitude of 910 m. A population was used from the cross between the
CVIII-85-11 common bean line and the BRS-Supremo cultivar, identified in a diallel carried
out by Mendes et al. (2009) as the most promising of 36 populations that were assessed. The
CVIII-85-11 line from UFLA has semi-erect to prostrate plant architecture and a Carioca bean
type, while the BRS-Supremo cultivar has an erect plant architecture and black grains and
comes from the Empresa Brasileira de Pesquisa Agropecuária (Embrapa Arroz e Feijão).
The F1 generation seeds were obtained by Mendes et al. (2009) in Lavras in 2007. The
F2 to F4 generations were conducted in bulk. Ninety-eight plants were selected visually in the
F4 generation, with more intense selection for Carioca-type grains and erect plant architecture
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that were multiplied in F4:5. After a new selection, the 47 best progenies were assessed in the
F4:6 and F4:7 generations, together with the parents.
The F4:6 generation was assessed in the “dry” growing season and was sown in February 2009, while the F4:7 generation was assessed in the winter/spring growing season and sown
in July 2009. A simple 7 x 7 lattice design was used, with plots of two 2-m rows spaced at 0.5
m. Data for grain yield, plant architecture score, and grain type were obtained. The plant architecture was assessed using the modified score scale by Collicchio et al. (1997), where score
1 was attributed to the plots in which all the plants were prostrated and score 9 was given for
completely erect plants. The grain type was also assessed by a scoring scale, ranging from 1
(below the commercial Carioca-type standard) to 5 (commercial standard).
The data for grain yield, plant architecture score, and grain type were first submitted
to analysis of variance (ANOVA) by generation/environment. A joint analysis of the environments was then performed, considering the 49 treatments, 47 progenies, and the 2 parents,
using the adjusted means.
Estimates of the genetic, phenotypic, and environmental correlations were obtained
pairwise among the traits, using methodology similar to that presented by Vencovsky and Barriga (1992) and Bernardo (2002).
The index was obtained by the sum of the standardized variables (Mendes et al.,
2009). In this case, the grain yield data, plant architecture score, and grain type of all the progenies were standardized for each replication to make them directly comparable. Thus, the Zijq
variable was calculated by the following estimator (Ramalho et al., 2005):

where Zijq is the value of the standardized variable corresponding to progeny i in replication j,
referent to trait q; yijq is the observation of progeny i in replication j, for trait q; ȳ.jq is the general
mean of the trait q in replication j; s.jq is the standard phenotype deviation of trait q in replication j. As the Z-index can assume both negative and positive values, the value of 3 was added
to make the values positive. In this case, the population mean, instead of 0, assumed the value
of 3. After standardizing the variables, the Zi.q sum was obtained per plot, constituting the Zi
sum index of the standardized variables of the 3 traits.
The Zi index was submitted to ANOVA by environment/generations and joint analysis
of all generations. In this case, ANOVA was performed while considering the randomized
block design. The phenotype and genetic components were estimated by the 2 generations in
the joint analysis.

RESULTS
The results of the joint ANOVA (data not shown) showed significant differences
among environments, progenies, and the progeny x environment interaction for all of the
traits. It should be noted that the environmental effect involves the effects of generations
and sowing season. Regarding grain yield, the greatest mean was obtained in F4:7 (Table 1).
Although the differences were significant for the grain and plant architecture scores, they
were not expressive and were always of a smaller magnitude in the F4:7 generation (Table 1).
Genetics and Molecular Research 11 (4): 4093-4099 (2012)
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Although the differences were significant for the grain and plant architecture scores, they were
not expressive and were always of a smaller magnitude in the F4:7 generation (Table 1).
Table 1. Means and estimates of the selective accuracies of the traits grain yield (kg/ha), plant architecture and
grain type scores obtained in the assessment of bean plant progenies in two generations/growing seasons and
the mean of the generations.
F4:6		
Grain yield
Plant architecture
Grain type

F4:7		

Mean of the generations

Mean

Accuracy

Mean

Accuracy

Mean

Accuracy

2081
5.8
3.6

61.6
55.7
51.5

3494
5.3
2.3

83.8
67.1
68.4

2928
5.5
2.8

73.3
65.2
61.9

The frequency distribution of the progeny means, considering the 2 environments,
highlighted the difference between the progenies, which was detected in ANOVA for the 3
traits (Figure 1). The variation amplitude for grain yield was 65% of the value of the mean,
49% for plant architecture, and 62% for the grain type.

Figure 1. Frequency distribution of grain yield (A) plant architecture score (B) and grain type scores (C) in the
mean of the 47 progenies in the F4:6 and F4:7 generations.

Table 2 shows the estimates of the genetic, phenotypic, and environmental correlations for the 3 traits. All of the estimates were of small magnitude for the 3 correlation types.
However, the genetic correlation estimates between the grain yield and plant architecture were
always negative.
Table 2. Estimates of genetic (rG) phenotype (rF) and environmental (rE) correlation among the traits plant
architecture with grain yield and grain score, by generation/environment.
		

Grain yield			

Grain score

rG

rF

rE

rG

rF

rE

F4:6 (plant architecture)

-0.13

-0.07

0.00

-0.11

-0.05

-0.08

F4:7 (plant architecture)

-0.37

-0.17

0.09

0.06

0.08

0.10

The sum of the standardized variables, the Z-index, is not only easy to obtain but it
can also be estimated per plot and thus it enables ANOVA to be performed. This procedure
was used especially to verify the possible influence of the progeny x generation (environGenetics and Molecular Research 11 (4): 4093-4099 (2012)
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ment) interaction in the index. There was significant difference among the progenies (P ≤
0.01) in ANOVA of the Z-index. Significance was also observed (P ≤ 0.01) for the progeny
x environment interaction, indicating that the progeny performance did not coincide in the
environments that were assessed. In the comparison of the sources of variation, the progeny x
environment mean square was greater than the progeny mean square. The estimate of the correlation between the performance of the progeny means in the 2 environments was negative
(rG = -0.39), showing that the progeny x environment interaction was predominantly complex
(Vencovsky and Barriga, 1992; Cruz and Carneiro, 2006), or rather, the coincidence in progeny ranking in the 2 environments was not high. This fact contributed to the heritability of the
trait in the mean of the generations being nil (Table 3).
Table 3. Summary of the joint analysis of variance of the progeny in the F4:6 and F4:7 generations, estimative of
genetic variance among progenies and progenies x environment interaction for the selection index obtained by
the sum of the standardized variables (Z-index).
SV

d.f.

MS

Progeny (P)
Progenies x environments (PE)
Average error
σ2p

46
46
159

3.32**
3.90**
1.91
-0.29

σ2PE

0.33

h2

0.00

SV = source of variation; d.f. = degrees of freedom; MS = mean square. **Significant by the F-test at 1% probability.

Another advantage of the Z-index is that it shows which traits are deficient in the progeny by graphic analysis (Figure 2). For example, the 2 progenies with the greatest Z-index (30
and 34) always presented values superior to the mean (dotted line in Figure 2) for all of the traits.
A contrary fact occurred with the progeny with the lowest Z-index value, progeny 5, which was
deficient in the grain yield and grain type traits with values below the average population.

Figure 2. Graphic representation of the standardized values of grain yield, plant architecture and grain type of the
progenies that presented the highest and lowest Z-index estimates.

DISCUSSION
The experimental precision with which progenies are assessed is an important aspect
Genetics and Molecular Research 11 (4): 4093-4099 (2012)
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to be observed for successful selection. This is measured by the selective accuracy that reflects
the correlation between the true genotypic value of the progeny and that predicted from the
phenotypic data (Resende, 2002). The precision was moderate to high, accuracy greater than
50%, which is a favorable condition for selection (Resende and Duarte, 2007).
The environmental conditions of the 2 sowing seasons were very different. In the dry
growing season when the F4:6 generation was assessed, the temperatures were high and there
was only a little natural precipitation, thus the crop was irrigated for the full cycle. In the fall/
winter growing season that was sown in July when the F4:7 generation was assessed, the temperatures were lower, especially at the start of the cycle and it rained only at the end of the experiment. Therefore, the variation observed among the generations should be attributed to the
environmental effect. It is important to mention that if the environmental effect is disregarded,
for grain yield for example, reduced yield would be expected in the F4:7 generation compared
to the F4:6 generation, with the occurrence of dominance. However, dominance for bean plant
grain yield is not very expressive (Moreto et al., 2007) and the reduction in the contribution of
dominance from F4:6 to F4:7 was too small to be detected (Ramalho et al., 2012).
Reports in the literature of the association between plant architecture score and grain
yield were also negative and of small magnitude (Silva et al., 2009), as observed in the present
study. These estimates allowed to infer that it is possible to obtain erect plants without expressive
yield reduction, as suggested by Collicchio et al. (1997) and Silva et al. (2009), and also that selection for Carioca-type beans can be made without any effect on plant architecture or grain yield.
Selection indexes in different species are frequently reported in the literature (Missio
et al., 2004; Pedrozo et al., 2009). The Z-index has been used recently because it is easy to
obtain, ANOVA can be carried out, and the values compared statistically since it is easy to
interpret, especially using graphic analysis (Menezes Jr. et al., 2008; Mendes et al., 2009; Reis
et al., 2011). In the present study, using the Z-index made it possible to verify the implication
of the progeny x environment interaction in the selection of more than 1 trait simultaneously.
The effect of the interaction was very pronounced and the correlation of the Z-index in the
2 generations was negative. The occurrence of the progeny x environment interaction in the
common bean crop has been frequently reported in the literature for grain yield (Rocha et al.,
2009; Faria et al., 2009) or plant architecture (Moreto et al., 2007; Menezes Jr. et al., 2008)
alone. The simultaneous action of the 3 traits must have contributed to an increased effect of
the progeny x environment interaction, a condition that does not favor the identification of
progeny with superior performance for the 3 traits simultaneously in more than 1 environment.
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